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Abstract

Computer games are steadily one of major way to enjoy leisure time. Main goal of game entertainment is to keep the player’s immersion. Thus, balance design taking game difficulty into account has an important role in game design. In recent years, a number of studies tried to adaptive difficulty by using various algorithms which detect player dependent difficulty. Most of these algorithms need customizing itself for each game. Measuring features which determine game difficulty is the major problem of these ways of game balancing. But, it can be easy by using the player’s immersion during playing games. And, player’s immersion is detected by analyzing electroencephalogram (EEG) signals. In this paper, we propose a dynamic game difficulty control system, by using the emotion recognition technique with PAD model by using players’ EEG signals during playing a rhythm game which has three different difficulty levels.
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1. Introduction

In recent years, computer games become one of most popular form of human-computer interaction systems [1]. After inventing computer game, it is one of most major tool for entertainment. Although gaming technology has advanced, there has been dissatisfaction if players with the current computer games because of their inadequacy of providing optimal challenge levels to accommodate individual player’s characteristics such as skills, capacities to learn and adapt, and emotional traits [2]. General games provide static difficulty levels, such as, easy, medium, and hard. But most of players don’t know that their own skills are good or not. And they have no information about the each difficulty levels. Therefore, they can’t select the adaptive difficulty levels. Also, game designers have similar problem.

Game could derive emotion of game players. According to flow theories [3], strong involvement in a task occurs when the skills of an individual meet the challenge of a task as shown on Figure 1 [4]. Too much challenge would induce anxiety. Also, not enough challenge would induce boredom.

When a player plays a game, an emotional state changes to another consistently. It is occurred by two reasons. First, the increasing speed of the difficulty is faster than the increasing speed of competence of the player. Second, the increasing speed of competence of the player is faster than the increasing speed of the difficulty. In first case, emotion state would be moved to anxiety, and in second case, emotion states would be moved to boredom.

Based on this theory, we propose a dynamic game difficulty control system, by using emotion recognition technique.
2. Backgrounds

Human interacting with computer is a part of recent life. Emotion recognition techniques provide a possibility in enhancing the interacting with computer. As the technology of emotion recognition are advancing, there are growing opportunities for computer games.

There is a number of research on emotion recognition using text, speech, facial expressions [5]. But, emotion recognition technique based on physiological signals is more passive and less intrusive for the human. There are several ways of recognition human emotion, for example Galvanic Skin Response (GSR), Electromyography (EMG), Electrocardiogram (ECG), and Electroencephalography (EEG).

In this paper, we used emotion recognition technique by analyzing Electroencephalography (EEG) signals. The asymmetry among left and right brain hemispheres are the major areas where the emotion signals can be captured [6, 7]. A classification about a emotion state as positive or negative lies under valence whereas the level of excitation lies under arousal [8]. And, linear classifiers [9, 10, 11] are considered to be the most appropriate classification technology due to their simplicity, speed and interpretability.

3. System Design

Rhythm games are suitable for this system because of the following three reasons: First, it is simple to control the difficulty of game by regulating the frequency of notes and changing the speed of notes. Second, it is also easy to measure difficulty. Finally, it is a widely spread and well-known genre.

A rhythm game with three different difficulty sets of notes was designed and a song named “come to me” was chosen which has 1 minute 20 seconds play time with 125 bit per minutes. These three difficulty sets of notes have respectively 74, 159, 280 notes, and the speeds of each sets are same. This game logged all results of player with every note during experiments. Because of this character of our game, it is easy to compare between emotion states and player’s log.

Difficulty of this game is switched by player’s emotion which is extracted by analyzing EEG signals. When player is in boredom state, game difficulty is switched to higher difficulty, and when player is in anxiety state, game difficulty is switched to lower difficulty. When player is in engagement state, game difficulty is not changed. Figure 2 shows the finite state machine with three states to switch difficulties. When player starts playing, the initial
difficulty is medium. And game difficulty is switched by the player’s emotion states such as boredom, engagement, and anxiety.

Figure 2. State diagram

Figure 2 shows the interface of our system. The left side of system interface shows the results of analyzing player’s EEG signals and the right side show the current game playing by player.

Figure 3. System interface

4. Experiment

This experiment was needed two phases. Phase 1 is for normalizing the emotion states of each participant. EEG patterns of each participant are different, thus it is needed to establish the criteria. Phase 2 is for verifying our dynamic game difficulty control system with the criteria which was established in phase 1.

During the first phase, participant started from a low level and finished up high level and had 1 minutes 30 seconds rest period between each session. During the second phase,
participant started from a medium level and the difficulty was switched by emotion states of that participant.

The experiment implemented with eight participant (mean age is 30.4, all right handed). The experimental setup to measure the EEG signal, participants were equipped with several sensors where Fp1, Fp2, Ground, Reference.

5. Results and Discussion

![Figure 4. Percentage of participant’s accuracy](image-url)

![Figure 5. Frequencies of notes](image-url)

Figure 4 shows the result of eight players A~H. Easy, medium, and hard are the ratio of correct hit with each difficulty sets of notes during phase 1. DDCS is the ratio of correct hits during phase 2. The averages of Player A–H during phase 1 are 78%, 70.7%, 83.3%, 63.8%, 53.5%, 52.2%, 41.7%, and 43.2%. The averages of Player A–H during phase 2 are 77.9%, 65.1%, 72.9%, 76.1%, 60.9%, 48.9%, 51.2%, and 60.8%. The standard deviations of phase 1 and phase 2 are 15.64 and 10.88.

Figure 5 shows the frequencies of notes of easy, medium, and hard. A–H are the frequencies of notes of each players during phase 2. It shows the frequencies of notes are relevant to each player’s skills.
The above experimental results demonstrate two points. First, EEG signals can be an indicator of dynamic game difficulty control system. Second, player dependent dynamic game difficulty control system by analyzing EEG signals has a possibility to be a useful tool for game design.

6. Conclusion

In this paper, we propose the dynamic game difficulty control system by using player’s emotion. The performance of this system is not competent. We used valence-arousal model, and analyzed EEG signals induced by difficulty of a game for game difficulty control. The experimentation has been designed to gather participants’ EEG signals from dynamic game difficulty levels. The results shows that dynamic game difficulty control system by using EEG signals provide the adaptive difficulty levels to participant.

The used method for determining player’s emotion is well-known and simple to apply. Thus, it is needed to compare among various methods.

Future work will improve the accuracy of distinguishing emotion of player and modify the game for compare with dynamic game difficulty control system by using player’s behavior.
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